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New Guide paves the way for improved public works safety 

In an effort to minimise risk factors in the Public Works sector, Pro-Visual Publishing is urging 

industry workers to take the necessary precautions with the new National Guide to Public Works & 

Services Safety 2011. 

According to the Guide, staying vigilant with regards to risk management, hazard perception and 

traffic control are vital to effective daily operations. 

Similarly, hazards that can present a high risk of injury or illness need to be prioritised for action to 

eliminate, control, or reduce the risk. Legislation requires all employers to approach their OHS risks 

in a systematic manner based on recognised principles. 

This year’s Guide looks at the common dangers and simple steps that should be taken to avoid 

unnecessary risk or injury, thus ensuring a safe working environment. 

Additionally, the Guide notes the importance of adhering to personal protective equipment 

guidelines and encourages those working in the Public Works and Services sectors to wear clothing 

that is appropriate, and above all safe, for the job in hand. 

“The National Guide to Public Works and Services Safety 2011 is an easily accessible resource for all 

involved in the Local Government and Public Works sector,” said John Hutchings, CEO, Pro-Visual 

Publishing.  

“This edition of the Guide provides valuable, up-to-date information regarding traffic control on 

worksites, managing health and safety risks in the workplace, controlling OHS risk is the workplace, 

personal protective equipment and safety of underground services.”  

When displayed in a visible area, the Guide acts as daily reminder of simple safety procedures that 

should be implemented by both employers and employees in the Public Works and Services sector. 

“I would like to thank all of the great sponsors for their support of the National Guide to Public 

Works and Services Safety 2011 who have made it possible for the Guide to be distributed free of 

charge,” Hutchings concluded.  

The Guide will be distributed nationwide. Additional copies are available and all Guides are produced 

and distributed without cost thanks to industry sponsorship. 

For further information, or to obtain additional copies of the Guide please call Pro-Visual Publishing 

on (02) 8272 2611, email marketing@provisual.com.au or see www.provisual.com.au 
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